LEGEND ‘70s VERSION HISTORY
CURRENT RELEASE: 1.03
SOUND COLLECTION: 1.02
ACOUSTIC PIANO: 1.02
-

This is the first version that supports the "Legend '70s EDITOR" application. Thanks
to the Editor, the user can adjust the sound of the instrument in real time and save
all the parameters and the sound generation effects. The Live section of the Legend
'70s Editor has been designed to significantly speed up the selection of Programs
and Songs during the live performance, as they are all displayed in a single screen
and can be recalled immediately with a single click. Furthermore, the Legend '70s
Editor considerably increases the editing possibilities as it allows the modification of
some parameters not accessible from the instrument. The Editor is available for
Windows and MacOs operating systems, as well as for iPad

-

You can now save and load programs individually on a USB stick, as well as save
and load an entire machine backup

-

The backup file can have a name set by the user, which is requested when saving
to a USB stick. It is also possible to load a backup file with any name by choosing
from the files on the USB key

-

The management of USB sticks has been improved, especially slow ones

-

The sounds of the ElectricPiano module have been improved as regards the level
and decay times of the last octaves

-

All programs have been revised and improved

-

Bug fix: interrupting a sample loading of the Acoustic Piano module while erasing
the flash, it was no longer able to restart the automatic loading, when the instrument
was switched on again

-

Sound Collection:
- New Acoustic Guitar
- New 12 Strings Guitar
- Fretless Bass, improvements related to the keyboard area of harmonic
sounds
- Optimized velocity response for the following sounds: Harpsichord, Clavinet,
Acoustic Bass, Finger Bass, Fretless Bass, Picked Bass
- Volume optimization of all instruments
- Minor bug fixes

-

Acoustic Piano
- Revision and optimization of the timbral / dynamic range
- Revision and optimization of the pitch curve
- Revision and optimization of the key release sound level
- Minor bug fixes

RELEASE: 1.02
-

This version has been developed only for internal software and hardware
developments, neither brings any new sound or function update to the instrument.

RELEASE: 1.01
-

Support for ARTIST-W Model.

-

Some minor changes in default values when the instrument is turned on

-

Bug fix: under certain conditions, playing via USB-MIDI and simultaneously using
the audio stream on USB-AUDIO could remain hanging notes.

-

Bug fix: solved rare cases of DSP blockage that occurred after countless changes
of effects

RELEASE: 1.00
SOUND COLLECTION: 1.00
ACOUSTIC PIANO: 1.00

-

First production release
.

